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OPINION IN LEAD
Economic diplomacy for better export performance
Nepal’s dire trade balance is not a new topic. The widening trade gap has been a challenge for Nepal’s economy for a long time.
Increased exports for a better economic growth outcome have been recognized by the policymaking apparatus, so trade facilitation is an
important policy agenda for Nepal.
Lack of proper infrastructure and regulatory red tape are two of the major reasons behind the poor trade performance. Hence, the focus
had been on developing physical infrastructure such as integrated check posts (ICPs) and inland container depots (ICDs) while reforming
customs procedures to ease exports. Despite the construction of ICPs and ICDs, and reforms in the customs procedures, Nepal’s export
is still struggling. Nepali exports are generally high-cost and hence less price-competitive. Despite these bottlenecks, Nepali export
products have been able to attract the attention of buyers abroad due to their unique qualities—being handmade, using high-quality
natural ingredients and so on. However, these features are only able to attract niche customers and require a lot of work in terms of
promotion and marketing. Even for products that are targeted at the not-so-niche clientele, gathering information about the destination
market and establishing contacts are quite difficult for exporters. Hence, Nepal is losing out on taking advantage of the potential
opportunities available in the destination markets. That is where economic diplomacy could be utilized as a potential tool that can
facilitate trade and promote Nepal’s exports.
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REPORT
Climate and Development: An Agenda for
Action
Investing an average of 1.4 percent of GDP annually could reduce
emissions in developing countries by as much as 70 percent by
2050 and boost resilience, according to a new report from the
World Bank Group.
The analysis, Climate and Development: An Agenda for Action,
compiles and harmonizes results from the Bank Group’s Country
Climate and Development Reports, covering over 20 countries
that account for 34% of the world’s greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. It shows that investment needs are markedly higher in
lower-income countries which are more vulnerable to climate risk,
often exceeding 5% of GDP. These countries will need increased
amounts of concessional finance and grants to manage climate
change impacts and develop along a low-carbon path.

The report draws from the richness of the individual country
reports and highlights lessons for countries on integrating climate
and development objectives. It finds that this approach to climate
action can help them manage the negative impacts of climate
change, while generating positive impacts on GDP and economic
growth, and delivering critical development outcomes such as
reducing poverty. The key conditions for success include impactful
reforms, improved allocation of public resources, higher
mobilization of private capital, and significant financial support
from the international community.

READ FULL REPORT

NEWS

India, smaller nations talk
trade via Rupee accounts

IMF worried over growing bad
loans in Bangladesh

India is in talks with about a dozen smaller
countries as the government seeks to
expand bilateral trades through bespoke

The IMF mission expressed concern over

India’s NHPC awarded study
license for 750 MW West Seti
Hydropower

rupee accounts and internationalize
indigenous payment modes.

growing bad loans for lack of good
governance in the banking sector and
suggested more revenue mobilization to
increase development spending.

The Investment Board Nepal (IBN) on
Thursday permitted NHPC Limited, India, to
carry out study of 750 MW West Seti
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B’desh to become 9th largest
consumer market globally by
2030

Nepal raises export cash
subsidy

Pakistan suffered climateinduced losses worth $29bn

Nepali exporters will get a minimum cash
subsidy of 4–8 percent as per the Export
Subsidy Work Procedure 2018 which has
been put through a major overhaul.

Weather- and climate-related disasters
have affected over 75 million Pakistanis in
the past three decades, with estimated

Bangladesh is expected to overtake the UK
and Germany and thus become the world’s
ninth-largest consumer market globally by
2030, according to the HSBC Global
Research.
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Reservoir Hydropower Project.

economic losses of over US$29 billion, or
roughly US$1 billion a year.
Read More +
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Nepali tea growers breathe
easier after India lifts ban

Cabinet nod to downgrade
SL’s income status

US aims to hobble China’s
chip industry

India lifted an 11-month-old ban on blending
Darjeeling tea with other teas, raising the
spirits of the Nepali tea industry which
greatly depends on exports to the southern
neighbour.

Cabinet nod has been given to demote Sri
Lanka to a lower income status, a step that
is taken with the aim of having more access

The Biden administration published a
sweeping set of export controls, including a

to financial assistance, loans and
concessions.
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measure to cut China off from certain
semiconductor chips made anywhere in the
world with US tools.
Read More +

Events
COP27: Issues, agenda, and expectations
SAWTEE with the support of The Asia Foundation organized a webinar on “COP27: Issues, agenda and expectations” on Thursday, 20
October 2022. The discussions were made on issues such as adaptation, climate finance, loss and damage, and trade policy-climate
policy nexus, from the perspective of South Asia, and the way forward. The webinar was the second among a series of civil society
forums to discuss and raise awareness on issues of regional interest among civil society organizations working on diverse areas. The
online session saw the participation of researchers, climate activists and academicians and representatives from civil society
organizations, think tanks and private sectors. Click here for more.
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